Mobile Environmental Solutions

The leading U.S. provider of Portable Mobile Paint Booths with advanced technology airflow for the collision repair industry.

Finally, a Portable Mobile Paint Booth created to make your paint business efficient and profitable.

CALL TODAY 281-786-4584

- Positive Pressure Cross Flow Filtration
- Mobile Paint Booth is EPA Certified, OSHA airflow compliant, and made with material that complies with the NFPA® 701 rule.
- The Exhaust filters used exceed the 98% capture efficiency. EPA (SUBPART HHHHH) 6H Rule
- The MES23X15HDLT comes equipped with twelve adjustable filtered air inlets. This design allows the sprayer to increase or decrease the air flow in desired locations of the booth.
- Perfect for mobile technicians or overflow in bodyshops
- Bigger and smaller sizes available

Mobile Environmental Solutions
1150 McCaleb Road, Suite E1
Montgomery, TX 77316
281-786-4584 ph. 800-416-4230 fax
www.mobileenvironmentalsolutions.com

Made in the USA